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Principals’ Reports  
Halsted Middle School - Kristi Greene   
 

Grade Level  Learning Mode  8/24/2020  
Totals 

10/8/2020 
Totals 

5th Grade 

100% In-School  23  14 

50% In-School  47  40 

100% Remote  17  27 

Total  87  81 

6th Grade  

100% In-School  26  18 

50% In-School  38  39 

100% Remote  35  45 

Total  99  102 

7th Grade 

100% In-School  24  25 

50% In-School  42  34 

100% Remote  21  26 

Total  87  85 

8th Grade  

100% In-School  28  20 

50% In-School  35  27 

100% Remote  24  42 

Total  87  89 

 
In-Person Start  

● Successful start as staff and students are happy to be back. 
○ Morning health screenings are moving quickly and we are getting students all into school in the 

15 minutes allotted. 
○  Large group remote instruction students are working quietly in either the morning or afternoon. 

● As noted in the table above, many requests were received to change students' learning mode over the 
past two weeks. 

○ Updates made immediately for requests switching to remote instruction. 
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○ All other requests were implemented within 24 hours after notifying the teacher.  
● IT is working hard on finding solutions to wifi connectivity issues that we have had in the gym and 

cafeteria, two of our large group remote instruction areas, as well as a few other classroom and office 
areas.  

Other News 
● Successful early start with ELL and Special Education students. Pictures 
● 8th Grade Dry Run - October 1st at the high school to walk through procedures and classroom use prior to 

opening day 
Strengthen student-centered learning to increase student achievement in hybrid and remote instructional models. 

● The guidance counselor and social worker created an asynchronous lesson to guide students with ways 
in which they can access help with academics as well as receive assistance with their social-emotional 
needs in a hybrid/remote setting  

● Continue to consider purchasing technology to support instruction such as earbuds with mics and 
portable point and view document cameras 

Develop and implement a sustainable Tier 2 and Tier 3 academic intervention plan.  
● Schoolwide diagnostic assessment information shared with students and parents via iReady and video 

from Ms. Greene. 
● Schoolwide diagnostic assessments are complete in ELA and Math.  
● Beginning the identification of students in need of Tier 2 and Tier 3 intervention based on entrance criteria 
● After-school academic/homework help will be offered during C2C. 

Promote equity in access to services and resources for vulnerable children and their families to increase student 
achievement. 

● Continuing to identify students in need of wifi and supplying those families paper copies until access or 
attendance in school can be determined. 

● Counseling services are being offered in-person and remotely. 
 
Newton High School - Jeff Waldron 
Opening Days of In-Person Instruction  

● NHS enjoyed a very smooth opening as students and staff adapted to the new procedures in place to 
secure a safe instructional environment.  Dr. Castro and the custodial staff did a great job in identifying 
hallway traffic flow patterns, hallway spacing, and appropriate classroom seating to allow students to 
easily adapt to the social distancing guidelines.  Our teachers did a great job in opening their classrooms, 
for the first time in NHS history, to a mix of in-person and online students.  Sodexo set up three “Grab N’ 
Go” meal locations from which students were able to receive 131 meals on Monday and Tuesday.   

● Over the past two weeks, we have been monitoring a steady change in student instructional mode 
selection.  On Friday, September 25th, 23% of the NHS population had selected fully remote instruction, 
with 55% choosing hybrid, and 22% choosing 80% in-school instruction.  As of Thursday, October 8th, the 
totals are 33% fully online instruction, 54% hybrid instruction, with 13% choosing 80% in-school 
instruction.  Many families reported wanting a little more time before returning to the physical classroom.   

● Thirty-one percent of our Cohort A students did not report for in-person instruction on Monday (their 
scheduled first day of in-person instruction) with the overwhelming majority choosing to attend school 
virtually instead.  Similarly, twenty-eight percent of our Cohort B students did not come to the physical 
building on Tuesday.  The phones were busy!  Ultimately, we had 182 high school students in the building 
for in-person instruction on Monday and 152 in the building on Tuesday.  We expect those numbers to 
increase steadily with time.   

Moving Forward 
● Two weeks ago, we opened our doors to students with multiple disabilities, our language and learning 

disabled students, and our English language learning students for in-person instruction five days a week. 
This week we opened the school to our full student body for cohort-based in-person instruction one day a 
week.  We will continue the deliberate expansion of student groups entering the building for in-person 
instruction in the coming weeks.   
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● In addition to the groups mentioned above, some of our upper-level agricultural science students have 
been in the building daily to work on special projects associated with the Newton FFA.  Also, we have 
invited our upper-level technology students to attend school daily if they need access to our more 
powerful software that is not available online.   

● As you are aware, the high school hybrid learning plan invites all students to attend school in cohorts one 
day a week, which differs from some other high schools in the area that invite students to attend two 
days a week.  The NHS plan is designed to prioritize student groups and expand in-person instruction 
based on need and expected benefit.   

● As an example, last year we were not surprised to discover that many of our special education students 
enrolled in resource level classes struggled more than their peers to be successful online learners.  While 
we have seen some improvement this year, we still categorize this group of students as a high priority for 
in-person instruction.  As such, Jennifer Pasquali and I will be meeting early next week to discuss the 
logistics of offering 4 or 5 days of in-person instruction to our students enrolled in resource level classes.   

● Another consideration, based on last year’s outcomes, is grade level.  While online learning success 
varied from student to student last year, our RTI data indicated that our older students tended to perform 
better online than our younger students.  Our RTI team will be reviewing student data by grade level to 
determine if the same variation exists.   

● The final major consideration we will be looking into is the instructional modality of the teachers. 
Currently, 28% of NHS teachers are working remotely because they qualify for accommodations under the 
law.  Students who are enrolled in classes taught by teachers who are physically in the building have the 
most to gain from attending classes in-person.  I have asked Jess Kucz and Sam Castro to provide me 
with student enrollment and operational information that will help us determine groups of students with 
the highest percentage of in-person instructors.   

 

   
  Band Practice         Honors English III 

 
Merriam Avenue School - Kevin Stanton 

● We fully reopened for in-person instruction on October 5th. Parents were given the option of one of three 
student learning schedules to best fit individual families’ needs: a full day in-person option, a half day in 
school and half day remote option, or a fully remote option.  

● Parents were also given the opportunity to switch their choice if the need arose and circumstances 
changed. As of today: 

○ 35% of students are fully remote, learning from home using digital learning platforms for all 
subject areas 

○ 23% of students are in-person for Language Arts and Math for half of their school day and 
learning from home using digital learning platforms for the other half of their school day. Children 
are in-person in either AM or PM sessions. 
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○ 42% of students are in-person for Language Arts and Math and are receiving their remote 
instruction and specials at the school in our remote instruction rooms during the other half of 
their school day.  

○ Since the start of school, including the month of September when all instruction was remote, our 
absentee rate has been 9%. Since school has reopened for in-person instruction for all students 
our absentee rate has fallen to 6%. 

● Students who are fully remote are in classes taught by teachers who are only teaching the fully remote 
students. Our fully remote teachers receive on-going job embedded professional learning to enhance and 
expand their ability to provide high quality digital learning for their students.  

● Students who are present in the building half of the day receive in-person instruction in groups no larger 
than ten students. And students who are in the school building for both the in-person and remote portion 
of their day receive in-person instruction, a supervised site to complete remote instructional activities and 
assignments, and lunch and recess during the middle of the day.  

● All classrooms and instructional spaces are sanitized twice a day - during the middle of the day and then 
again after school is over for the day. All students and staff are required to wear masks and maintain 
appropriate social distance. All students and staff undergo health screening which includes a 
temperature check and brief screening questions when they enter the building. 

 
Directors’ Reports 
Community Schools - Elysia Ochs 
C2C Enrollment and Attendance 

● Merriam: 27 students registered 
○ 3 Remote Only 
○ 24 Hybrid 
○ Average Daily Attendance: 18 

● Halsted: 39 students registered 
○ 8 Remote Only 
○ 31 Hybrid 
○ Average Daily Attendance: 22 

● Total Level of Service: 66 students, an increase of 31 students from September 
C2C News and Events 

● We successfully began in-person C2C on October 5th at both Halsted and Merriam.  
● Feedback from students and parents has been overwhelmingly positive for both remote and in-person. 

Please see some of the comments below: 
○ “I was skeptical of online C2C but my kids have loved it! They rush back to their computers at 3 

every day.” 
○ “She said she absolutely loves C2C and wants to go [Thursdays too]!” 

● Halsted is running a successful walking club and students have been exploring Newton supervised by 
C2C staff and practicing safe social distancing.  

● Merriam is starting to work on building their own Rube Goldberg machines and have eagerly participated 
in Choose Your Own STEAM Club on Wednesdays.  

Other Community Schools News and Events 
● The Sussex County Health and Human Services Department continues to support Newton students and 

has supplied snacks at Camp Auxilium and for C2C students in addition to the Weekend Backpack 
supplies.  

● A video in English and Spanish will be going out to students at Halsted this month to inform parents of 
the Weekend Backpack Program and encourage sign ups.  

● The community schools liaisons at Merriam, Halsted, and theHigh School will be meeting at the end of 
this month to discuss student and family needs in each of the buildings.  

 
Security & Character Education - Samantha Castro   
Character Education 
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● Student Engagement Opportunities  
○ The Week of Respect was a success across the district.  Agendas: NHS, HMS, & MAS  
○ Moving forward in this busy Character Education month, Violence Awareness/Prevention Week 

takes off October 19-23rd and Red Ribbon Week is October 26-30th.  All will be acknowledged 
throughout with announcements, classroom lessons, and various virtual events at all levels.  

● Social-Emotional Support 
○ The NHS Social-Emotional Committee has shared a survey with students that will assist with 

developing goals and strategies to address student needs for the 2020-21 school year. 
○ Staff support group, which was initiated by staff, continues to meet and unpack needs during 

these times.  
Security   

● The District is working with the NJDOE Department of School Preparedness and Emergency Planning to 
ensure monthly safety and security drills are implemented according to the law as well as meeting new 
health safety standards.  Each month the state provides a seminar on strategies to execute a specific 
safety drill.  The state will operate with this method throughout the year to ensure safety and security 
drills are executed with fidelity. 

 
Curriculum & Professional Development - Angela Dunbar 
Curriculum 

● Administrators will share the District Curriculum Plan with their staff.  
● The district curriculum leadership planning team will meet this month to continue our work on developing 

district guides for curriculum writing.   
● The first Tri-District curriculum team meeting will occur on October 22 to develop common goals for the 

2020-21 school year.   
Professional Development 

● 3,796 SafeSchools mandatory training assignments were completed by 336 staff members from July 15 
to October 15. 

● We have partnered with Pure Edge to provide our parents with a two-part webinar series on Self-Care and 
Understanding Social Emotional Learning. Gill McClean presented live webinars on September 23rd and 
30th. The recorded sessions and presentation slides are linked below.  

○ Part I (Self-Care and Understanding Stress): In this interactive session, we will review the 
neuroscience of stress and how stressors impact one’s ability to cope with stress.  Participants 
will engage in self-care practices that help build both resilience and self-awareness. Recording. 
Presentation Slides. 

○ Part II (Understanding Social-Emotional Learning): Learn how to build positive relationships with 
your child by understanding their emotions and creating an environment of care. Recording. 
Presentation Slides  
 

Facilities Services - Joe Van Kirk 
● The back steps at Halsted were resurfaced during the week of 9/21. 

        
● The Halsted entrance canopy was installed during the week of 9/28. 
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Preschool & Special Education - Jennifer Pasquali 

● Total CST students 
○ PSD:     28 
○ MAS:    72 (100 with PSD) 
○ HMS:    76 
○ NHS:   103 
○ OOD:     16 

● Students currently being evaluated  
○ PSD:   8 
○ MAS:  2 
○ HMS:  1 
○ NHS:   4 

● Special education students moved into or out of the district: 
○ MAS:   7 In, 6 Out 
○ HMS:   0 In, 2 Out  
○ NHS:    0 In, 0 Out   
○ OOD:    0 In, 0 Out 

● Homeless 
○ There are a total of 8 homeless students; 4 are Newton residents and all are attending Newton 

Schools. 
Preschool  

● Teaching Strategies Creative Curriculum Cloud is being utilized and is especially helpful for our remote 
classes.   

● Preschool classes remain full (one student moved and another withdrew, but two are currently in the 
process of registering).  There are five families on the waiting list. 

● The 2021-22 preschool operational plan is due on November 13th. 
● Our partner program, Headstart, had a staff member test positive for Covid and the facility is currently on 

remote instruction through October 28th. 
Special Education  

● The early start for all MD, LLD, BD, and some RC and ELL students was highly successful and provided 
staff and students additional time to get acclimated to their new schedules and routines before the rest 
of the students and staff started school in person instruction.  

● NHS MD transition students are back in the community at various job sites, although work hours and 
opportunities are more limited this year. Sodexo has been very supportive in offering hours to our 
students and several students work at the MAS cafeteria. 

● BCBA consultations resumed in person on October 5th and continue in person and virtually to meet IEP 
services.  

● Google Classroom for professional development for teacher assistants continues to be updated with 
messages and new training opportunities.  
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● All CST operations continue and all timelines are being followed with virtual meetings.  CST evaluations 
are being completed and the team is catching up after being unable to test in person from March through 
August. 

● NHS special education students who participate in resource center classes will have the opportunity to 
attend in person instruction five days a week beginning October 19, so that all district MD, LLD, and RC 
programs will run five days a week in-person. 

● MAS and HMS applied and were selected to participate in the New Jersey Inclusive Education Technical 
Assistance Project (NJIETA). The NJIETA Project is a collaborative effort between NJDOE’s Office of 
Special Education, the Montclair State University Center for Autism and Early Childhood Mental Health, 
and the New Jersey Coalition for Inclusive Education.  

○ NJIETA is designed for the collaborators to partner with public, charter, and vocational schools to 
provide technical assistance and systemic change facilitation to develop more inclusive 
educational opportunities.  

○ The technical assistance package provides professional development sessions on topics such 
as: Introduction to Inclusion, Universal Design for Learning, Co-Teaching, Utilizing Differentiation 
to Support Inclusive Education, Best Practices in Developing IEP's that Support Inclusive 
Education, Supporting Positive Student Behavior through Motivation and Engagement, Building an 
Inclusive Education Culture, and Operationalizing Modifications and Accommodations.  One topic 
will be selected by each building, and sessions will be virtual with the possibility of some onsite 
work. 

 
Assessment & Bilingual Education - Kenney Lutz 
Assessment 

● There has been no movement on this topic since last month.  Here is what was submitted last time. The 
NJSLA Testing for this year has not yet been scheduled.  Contact was made to the State regarding this 
topic and their response confirmed that statement.  The State Testing Coordinators are operating in a 
holding pattern to see how the situations related to Covid pan out for the early part of the school year.  They 
will update all districts once a plan has been established.   

Bilingual Education 
● With permission granted by the State related to last year’s ACCESS scores, we have exited some students 

from our ELL program.  Several students had achieved a score of 4.5 or better on the assessment given 
before the school closure.  Letters to parents were sent informing them on this exciting news, and the 
students schedules were adjusted.   

● For the remainder of the students in our program, the data served as an excellent resource, so they could 
be placed properly within their new settings.  We are awaiting word from the State as to the new dates for 
this year’s assessments.  In the meantime, all ELL students are appropriately placed and receiving 
excellent instruction in hopes that more of them can test out of the program later on this year.   

● Also, the State is still not accepting the district’s three year plan and one year waiver, although they were 
completed as of June.  An update will be provided once they accept this documentation.  

 
Information Services - Mary Decker 

● Data Collections: 
○ NJSMART – SID management due 10/15 
○ NJSMART – SMID management due 10/15 
○ ASSA snapshot due 10/15 
○ New fields being tracked this year involve staff & students who are biliterate or gifted and 

talented. 
○ The student count is 1599 with 536 students economically disadvantaged.  The Staff count is 

312. 
● I-Ready diagnostics for reading and math are being utilized for students in grades K-8.   
● Q-Global diagnostic surveys regarding SEL are being distributed to K-8 students. 
● Staff members are continuing to use Zoom or Google Meets to deliver remote instruction. 
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● Planet Networks will be coming to Halsted to assist families in signing up for internet access. 
● The state is requiring a weekly report of students who need either internet access or a device for their 

students. 
● We are continuing to support staff, students and families with their technology needs.   Most issues 

involve connectivity and logins.   We have installed new access points in the large remote instruction 
areas and are adjusting them to optimize their effectiveness. 

● We are employing Google Forms to better communicate and assess absent students as well as building 
visitors. 

● New absence codes have been added to distinguish between in-person and virtual absences. 
● We continue to deploy technology such as document cameras, speakers, and microphones to assist 

teaching staff with hybrid instruction. 
● Virtual back to school nights through Zoom and Google Meets are replacing in person events this year. 
● The Rave Panic Button app has been tested and is available to all our staff.   Staff can access police, 

security and medical assistance with a click on their mobile devices. 

 
Student Services - Jessica Kucz 
Social Emotional Support   

● Tier 1 interventions are continuing to take place in Merriam, Halsted and the High School. Students are 
receiving opportunities to practice mindfulness with yoga and learning appropriate social skills on how to 
reach out for support.  

● Merriam and Halsted schools are both conducting mental health screenings to better direct appropriate 
services to each student. In the High School, a social emotional survey was just completed by students 
and the results are being reviewed. This information will direct future outreach and programs for 
students.  

● I have had the opportunity to meet with a majority of our counselors and non-cst social workers 
throughout the district. I am looking forward to meeting the remaining student services staff and 
evaluating the services we provide students district-wide.   

● The High School continues to facilitate a teacher support group which has been well attended and very 
successful. 

Academic Support 
● At the high school level, we will be offering the preliminary SAT, or PSAT/NMSQT (National Merit 

Scholarship Qualifying Test). We will offer the PSAT to our sophomore and junior students on October 
29th. This will allow our students to have an additional opportunity to practice for the SAT exam and for 
our junior students to qualify for national scholarships and recognition programs. 

● With the constraints of the pandemic, the High School counseling staff is creating opportunities for our 
students in a virtual environment.  

○ The annual fall college fair will be offered virtually on October 27th.. We have also been 
welcoming college representatives virtually during the Brave Block for the past month. 

○ The counselors conducted multiple college planning and Naviance presentations to fit the needs 
of all of our seniors. A recording of this presentation is available on our webpage for student 
reference. 

○ Our counselors are also completing construction on a platform that will allow grade 9-12 
students to create their own virtual counseling appointments. This allows students to connect 
with their counselors no matter which learning mode they have chosen.  

● As you saw in Jeff Waldron’s report, Dr. Samantha Castro and I will be analyzing student enrollment, 
operational information, and academic feedback in order to identify additional groups of students who 
would benefit from attending in-person instruction.  

Student Health Services 
● Our nursing staff has been instrumental in keeping our students and staff safe. They are monitoring 

identified students for symptoms, working closely with the health department and communicating with 
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parents about our district health standard protocols. Our health teacher assistants have been vital to 
adding to our nursing staff’s capabilities this school year.   

 
Athletics & Student Activities - Ryan Hashway 

● Preparations are ongoing for the senior game, which is set to take place on October 16. The band, cheer, 
and football seniors will be recognized prior to the game. The other fall sports have selected competitions 
in which they will recognize their senior players. 

● The Student Government, through the guidance of Ms. Selimi and Ms. Hathaway, has created a virtual 
club fair. This will work to inform students which clubs NHS offers, provide information about each club, 
and offer an avenue to sign up for clubs. 

● The Student Government is planning homecoming recognition of the king and queen and their courts at 
the football game on October 30. 

● The French Club will be making crêpes via Zoom. 
● Harmonics held auditions last week and welcomed nine new members at their first rehearsal. 
● Peer Leaders have made daily PSA announcements for the Week of Respect.  
● The Class of 2021 hosted a Tricky Tray on October 10 at the Fairgrounds. 
● Mr. Hofmann and the Robotics Club are being featured in the NJEA Review.   
● Spanish Club held a campaign and elected officers. They have been meeting to discuss activities for 

Hispanic Heritage Month. 
● The Multicultural Club has met with its officers and started planning activities for the year. The club is 

scheduling a costume and mask decoration activity and biweekly readings on multicultural topics. 
● The 2020-21 coaching staff has worked to attain the necessary certifications and professional 

development. 
● Fall sports  

o Field Hockey 3-0 
o Boys Soccer 3-0-1 
o Girls Soccer 1-2-1 
o Football 0-0 
o Girls Tennis 2-2 
o Boys XC 2-0 
o Girls XC 0-2 
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